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About This Game

To play, simply search the rooms for the flaw, when found click to continue to the next, tougher problem.

..............................................................................................................................................................................

Controls:

Left click to select objects

Right click or Arrow keys to move the camera

Scroll to zoom.

Best played in full screen (F1 on desktop)

Quit game with ESC

..............................................................................................................................................................................

Stuck in an endless loop, you begin to lose touch with your reality. Is your mind playing tricks on you? Or is it this place?

If you can break the cycle maybe you can find freedom.
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..............................................................................................................................................................................

Fidelity is a reality bending puzzle game where you must break free from your loop by finding all the flaws in your
surroundings.

With progressively difficult stages and a random selection system, no two playthroughs will be the same.

..............................................................................................................................................................................
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Title: Fidelity
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Megamini009
Publisher:
Megamini009
Release Date: 6 Mar, 2019

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: 1.2Ghz

Memory: 500 MB RAM

Graphics: On board chipset

Storage: 100 MB available space

Sound Card: --

English
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Maybe a purchase if you're coming from a history of racing simulators\/games, but as someone who isn't, I found the game
more of a chore than fun due to very weird UI design, a racing line that isn't necessarily accurate for the car you're driving
(static, not dynamic), and absolutely nothing for a tutorial other than driving practice laps endlessly. If you don't have time to
learn every car and tracks quirks, would not recommend.. Brilliant game one of my favourite strategies although the AI is a bit
messed up on some levels but you can let it off for its age and old 3d engine being clunky at times
 apart from that brilliant game recommend it!. I found this pack really nice. To get the content into your game you need to move
the content in each folder into your game folders. It takes time but worth it once you figure it out. (I stumbled onto the how part
by accident) Thus my only negative about the DLC is the folder moving.

. Probably best to know what you are getting into before picking this title up. The game play is very similar to a walking sim
such as Vanishing of Ethan Carter than a more modern horror title like Alien Isolation, Outlast or Amnesia. Still, the story is
worth your time and money.

Pros:
Great Atmosphere
Music
Pacing
Mystery and genuine intrigue

Cons:
Graphics are more of on par with last gen rather than a 2018 release.
The content is well done and I am disappointed they did not take the game a step further.

7\/10 probably best enjoyed at a sale price.. Like an 8-Bit Trackmania game... on Crack!. tl;dr: Recommended but wait for a
sale.

I've got some mixed feelings about this one. I'm a fan of Red Thread since you know, Dreamfall: Chapters. But Dreamfall had
so much source material, so Draugen was going to be the real test of this team.

And indeed it did.

It was a beautiful product. Brilliant characters, flawless dialogue and a generous, tremendously good scenery. But on the story
side of things, i'm not sure if i'm satisfied or not. Minor spoilers, but the 'game' has two seperate stories. One is about the
protagonist's own, personal story and the other is about the townsfolk's mysterious vanishing.

It certainly had a great potential. I really expected some great things. They could've turned this into a phenomenal mystery, very
easily. But the writer(s) of this story simply chose the easy way out and ended the story with such minor explanation. It's not a
matter of "i did not understand what happened" but it's a matter of "they did not care to explain it, at all." Because that seems to
be the case here. Draugen could've easily become one of the best walking simulators to date, but it fails to give what the player
really wants. That sense of satisfaction that is granted at the conclusion of a mystery. Draugen simply does not have that. It just,
ends.

Although i feel slightly disappointed by the way things came up to be, i am happy that they're gonna turn this into a series. So
much potential to be the next Broken Sword. We'll see.
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I've been following this game since about day 0 from Twitter. The developer was passionate about it all these years and so far,
I'm loving it. BTW, the music is awesome.. She floats!. i liked the dlc i think it was fun and the building is great and helps a lot
i would like a hole costume set instead of one peace.
all so buy 3 on sale beacuse 3 of 3 dollers is not bad and is good value
so wait till these come on sale but i would recomend geting T DAY as it is one of the best one.(well thats just what i think)
i do think the dlc policy for this game is bad but 3 for 3 dollers is fair and you get what u pay for in game content

so in odder you should frist buy the game
then 3 dlc on sale for 3 dollers
then buy waterborne or the spy one on sale for 5 dollers if u still like the game. Wow this is some good quality DLC and for a
very good price (\u00a35.99). Cant fault it and I wish all the DLC was like this. For the price of a sandwich and a drink you can
get hours of entertainment from the route and its locos. Simliar DLC can set you back 30 quid.. Monty is just hilarious, "It
probably was not a best idea to leave the most powerfull object in any universe just layin on a \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing
table".
8\/10, A bit of nostalgia trip, still, crashing on 110+ is just to baaaaad :-\/
. I'm not a 90's music guy, but these songs remind me of Crazy Taxi and that make me absurdly happy.. I know what you are
thinking...

...what gives? However, I assure you this game is legit.

Once you get passed the sequential fights, you realize the strategy, and preparation necessary to overcome the East Road. This
game made me better at Turn Based Strategy, and is the most challenging Turn Based Strategy game I have ever played. From
Final Fantasy, to Chrono Trigger, to Secret of Mana, this game makes them look child's play...

AWESOME ENEMIES
CHALLENGING GAMEPLAY
CHIBI CHARACTERS THAT RIVAL ALL THE CAT PICTURES ON THE INTERNET
AND A SENSE OF HUMOR THAT MAKES YOU QUESTION THE BEST GAME SCRIPT

10/10 would rob the inn keeper again. Might be old but still fun to play, although I ain't the hugest fan of pure turn based!
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